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NEWSLETTER No 23

May 1970

Although there were two trips away from the Forest last month, the caving activities within the Forest seem
to have been a bit lacking. I know that trips into the mines have taken place, and, in some cases, have
broken new ground, but no details have reached me and so I cannot publish the information. It has been
suggested that we might select one of our abandoned digs or even a new one and put in a really large effort
over a weekend in the hope of opening something up. Has anyone any suggestions as where a full weekend
dig might be rewarding ? Sites that come to mind are, Coldwell Swallet, Green Moss Pot, J-D-J Dig, Dark
Hill Cave or slade Wood Rising in the natural or Easter Dig in New Dunn in the Mines.
The club Barbeque to have been held Saturday 11th May has been cancelled as it seemed unlikely that
sufficient help would be available from members to run it. This has broken the treasurer’s heart as he was
hoping for a holiday this year and means that we will not have enough money in the bank to see through the
year unless someone thinks of a good fund raising idea. At the moment, the committee is hoping to
reorganise the Barbeque at a later date but the same conditions will apply - unless about 12 members are
willing to give up some time, otherwise it will not be possible.
Not many club members will be familiar with the name of Gerard Platten whose death has recently been
reported although you may have seen the name on the Dan-yr-Ogof survey where the first main chamber
beyond the long crawl was named Gerard Platten Hall. He was one of the original Mendip cavers that
started caving in South Wales and led much of the early exploration of D Y O . Througho0ut all the years
he was connected with caving, he produced a very readable magazine called ’ British Caver ’ covering
caving news from all around the country. He was highly regarded by all that knew him and his publication
will be missed by those that looked forward to receiving it.
More sad news - G S S beat us at skittles at the match held at the Kings Head at Littledean although the
food was some compensation. The obvious conclusion is that G S S spend more time playing skittles than
we do. A treasure hunt is the next possible joint social event if we can get a bar installed in Puzzle Wood.
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ODDS AND SODS FROM THE FOREST
The Baileys have been giving Sparkie some help in his dig which lies on the opposite side of the road from
Bearse Farm. The problem has been jammed boulders in a narrow rift but some bang has persuaded them
to move. At the moment the dig is 40 ft down the rift and going well.
Any dig in this area could give results as the risings of Slade Brook and Slade Wood are just below and
must drain the area. Water tracing around Bearse Farm would be very interesting.
B U S S are progressing well in Symonds Yat Swallet with a total distance in, of 38 ft and a heavy draught.
The problem is the same as always, large hanging boulders with no apparent means of support and no easy
way of removing or supporting them. There are signs of relatively clear passages ahead and it is thought
that the next effort will get them into a chamber about 12 ft by 4 ft.
Sopers Pot - reported only in last months newsletter has gone, apparently filled in by the Forestry
Commission. It was realised that the Pot lay close to a track used extensively by tourists and efforts were
made to ensure it was safe. The entrance was strengthened by putting barrels in place, a fence was erected
around it and timber was put over it. This is the first time that a recently opened hole has been filled in and
the reasoning behind it is difficult to guess at but we must clear the matter up with the Forestry
Commission to make sure that we stay within the conditions of our agreement.
Tony Day of G S S reports finding a dead bat in Old Ham in the middle of the main path with a RR ring in
place. This is one of the bats ringed by Roger Ransome in the Cotswalds and so has travelled some
distance.
We hope more details of the find.

Did you know that
CPG
Stands for
CUNDY POTHOLE GROUP
A group formed nearly 3 years ago and members of the
North Wales Caving Association.
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ODDS AND SODS OUT OF THE FOREST
The magazine ‘Speleologist’ has ceased publication again after running at a loss for some time. The
existing editors explain that they were unable to get sufficient support from cavers without advertisements
and the advertisers were just not forthcoming. As they have made a loss, the editors explain that they will
not refund subscriptions unless specially asked to do so although arrangements can be made to transfer the
subscriptions to the magazine Descent.
It is a warning that should be noted - if the caving world wants to have a national caving magazine, then
more support will have to be given by cavers. Descent isn’t dear - why not see the librarian for more
details and subscribe yourself.
The A G M of the Cambrian Caving Council was held in the headquarters of the Shropshire Mining Club
on Sunday 3rd May and a number of interesting points arose. The meeting was primarily concerned with
conservation and most of the discussion took place on this subject. Of greatest importance, was the threat
to Ogof Ffynnon Ddu where quarrying operations may remove the whole of the upper series. The adjacent
Hobbs Quarry are seeking permission to quarry about 40 million tons of limestone from the area and this
means a 135 ft high face, one mile wide and for a distance back up the hill towards O F D top entrance for
about 500 yards. Various moves are afoot to prevent this happening but, in the mean time, the Cambrian
Council fully supported South Wales Caving Club in its efforts to save the cave. A National Caving
Association meeting is to be held in Birmingham on June 6th on conservation and it is hoped that O F D
will be one of the main topics.
Others points arising were :John Parker has passed the final sump of Llychad Llocher into dry passages so there are greats hopes of
extending what promises to be a large system.
Thanks were expressed at the meeting to the Royal Forest of Dean Caving Club for being hosts at the N C
A meeting last November and far paying the expenses of the meeting.
The popularity of Agen Allwed has been declining steadily over the past few years to an extent that last
year only 86 permits were issued to 50 different clubs - a tremendous drop in the last four years. O F D
seems to be one of the main causes.
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The secretary of the North Wales Caving Association is now :Alan Hawkins
Grove Cottage
Grove Road
Great Mallington
Chester

Tel - 562

Access to Ogof Dydd Byraf is now definitely through the secretary of N W C A
Surveys of O D B can be obtained for a nominal sum from the same secretary.
The date of the next Cambrian Council meeting was fixed as Sunday 2nd May 1971 and the offer of
Herefords H Q in Wales as the venue was accepted.

ADDITIONS TO THE LIBRARY
South Wales Caving Club Newsletter No 65 Feb 1970
Surface location of Wookey Hole extensions
Ogof Afon Hepste
Ogof Garreg Fawr
Diving in O F D I main stream sump
Curious deposits in O F D II
Descent No 11 March / April 1970
Ayleburton Mine Cave
Telephone power from your NIFE cell - D Appleing
Cave Projects Group go it alone
New access arrangements for upper Ribblesdale
Mendip Caver Vol 5 No 8 / 9 March / April 1970
Gerard Platten
Review of Mendip Rescue Organisation report for Jan 1969 to Jan 1970.
The Colliery Managers Handbook 1898 Crosly, Lockwood & Son
By Caleb Pamely
A reference book for Colliery managers.

Cont
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Derbyshire Caving Association Newsletter No 6 March 1970.
Nottingham University Students Union Speleological expedition to Picos de Europa, North Spain July
1969
Derbyshire Access Notes
Derbyshire cave Diving
Derbyshire Cave Registry
Eldon Pothole Club
National Caving Association Information Circular No 1 Jan 1970.
William
William Pengelly proposal on access and conservation
B A C I committee meeting of Oct 1969.
Cambrian Caving Council New-sheet Jan 1970.
List of member clubs Jan 1970.
Mendip Rescue Organisation Report - year ending 31st Jan 1970 :15-3-69

Box Hill Mines

2 lost ( non cavers )

23-3-69

G B Cavern

3 locked in

15-6-69

Swildons

1 Female at 20ft pitch

25-10-69

Stoke Lane

3 Lost

2-11-69

Swildons

4 stranded in Vicarage Pot

4-11-69

Stoke Lane

False Alarm

27-11-69

Rods Pot

2 Lost

14-12-69

G B Cavern

4 Locked in Ladder dig ext.

27-12-69

Swildons

1 female at 20ft pitch

21-2-70

Rescue at little Neath River Cave involving Mendip cavers due to floods. S W C R O
called out.

Report from Sub Committee on Foul Air.
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TRIPS AND DATES
PAST MONTH
Sunday 5th April

A group had Lamb Lear to themselves. It was disappointing that more
members didn’t use the opportunity to get some ladder practice. One
member of the group abseiled the main pitch by the classic method and
has been walking funny ever since.

Sunday 12th April

Cave Rescue practice at Buckshaft. More about this later.

Thurs 16th April

Skittles match against G S S. The Forest lost by a few pins.

Sat / Sun 18th /19th April

South Wales weekend. On the Saturday, one party went into the top
entrance of O F D II while the others entered Cwm Dwr to do a through
trip. As this party had at least one invalid, it split into two and some
came back via Cwm Dwr while the others continued through.
Waters levels were fairly high.
On Sunday, a small party made it across the ledges into O F D III to
join
The select band that have got that far while the remainder ferreted
around in the Waterfall series of O F D I.

FUTURE DATES
Saturday 9th May

Club Barbeque CANCELLED.

Sunday 10th May

Proposed trip to Ogof Rhyd Sych for the thin ‘uns’. Ogof-y-Ci as the
alternative. Wet suits needed for Rhyd Sych.

Sat / Sun /Mon
23rd / 24th / 25th .

Camping weekend at Oxwich on the Gower. Caving in Tooth Cave,
Llethrid Swallet and Rhosili sea caves.

cont
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Saturday 30th May

Cave Rescue Group A G M at the Red Lion in Huntley. See Rescue
Group news.

Sat 6th / Sun 7th June

Joint trip with G S S to Yorkshire staying at Bolton H Q. Proposed
trips are Calf Hole - Old Ing - Dismal Hill - Birkwith on one day and
Alum Pot area on the other. Wet suits desirable but not necessary.

Sat 20th / Sun 21st June

South Wales Weekend.

Note that South Wales Caving club are now insisting on knowing more exactly the numbers to stay for the
weekend. A deposit has been made for 10 beds for the June weekend and we cannot exceed that number book early to avoid disappointment.
Sometime during May the M5 to M6 motorway link should be opened in Birmingham. This should cut
nearly an hour off the time required to reach Yorkshire or Derbyshire.
Two trips that John Elliott is to fit into the existing trips program are, a weekend in Derbyshire to possibly
do Giants and a day trip to Mendip to do August Longwood.
Any other Suggestions ?

WIGPOOL SURVEY
As mentioned in the last newsletter, Roger Solari has been surveying Wigpool Iron Mine with the help of
other. Reproduced overleaf is a copy of the line survey so far with a much smaller scale copy of the
original miners map for comparison. Much of the new survey is not shown on the old survey, particularly
the area of the main formations. What will be very interesting, will be to see how far Roger finds the Pit
Prop formations and the surrounding area are from Sway Hole crawl.
Roger has provided the following notes on the survey : - see overleaf .
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The equipment for the survey was borrowed from Birmingham University S. S.
Survey

Line Survey
Shaded areas show large chambers
Dashed lines show known un-surveyed connections
Eg. Line from bedding plane to Steam Hole formations known as Pit Prop

Some Lengths

Total
Steam - No 1 level
Fox - No 1 level
Steam - Cliff
Cliff - to Sway Hole

3,600 ft
930 ft
1040 ft
525 ft
910 ft

Some Depths

Steam / Fox - No1 level
Cliff
Formations
To Sway Hole

350 ft
175 ft
120 ft
260 ft

Loop Closures

Fox / Steam / Surface

N. 0 bearing 21 ‘
N. 90 bearing 9’
Vertical
12’

Ie. 70’ for 1750’ underground
7’ for 490’ on surface
Loop of Steam

N. 0 bearing 4’
N. 0 bearing 1’
Vertical
1’

26 bearings 725’
Dip assessed by assuming Fox and Steam are worked in the same bed of crease limestone, as is junction
with No 1 level and measuring perpendicular distance from line connecting entrances to No 1 level.
Geological Notes
Whole of surveyed section in crease limestone. Whitehead limestone not seen anywhere ( except perhaps
in the roof 100 ft away from the formations near Dining Room ) . This makes the position of Whitehead
Hole more puzzling. There are no signs of any passage at the miners surveyed location of this entrances
connection to the mine - ie, near No 1 level going towards ‘ Caverns ‘ . It is assumed that there is no
connection. Several small faults were noted :- Four lie along the dip between the Cliff and the end of the
route to Sway Hole. All are small throw faults but effectively break the bedding plane sequences.
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CAVE RESCUE GROUP NEWS
The A G M is to be held on Saturday 30th May at the Red Lion Huntley. All cavers should attend and
anyone wanting food should book not later than the previous Saturday. There should be a Bar extension so
you may get hungry.

BUCKSHAFT RESCUE PRACTICE ON SUNDAY 12TH APRIL
Another Buckshaft practice has dissolved in chaos and the criticisms have been voiced loudly. Without
going into the reasons for the failure and partially in defence of the committee, how many of the following
elementary questions on cave rescue in the Forest can you answer :1

How do you initiate a full scale call out in the event of an accident.

2

Where is the cave rescue equipment stored.

3

What is the rescue ambulance like to drive and who is allowed to drive it.

4

What equipment is stored in the ambulance - which of the equipment should go underground first.

5

How does the telephone work - how much wire is there on each reel.

6

Which ropes are hauling ropes and which are hand lines.

7

Do you possess a sling and krab for stretcher carrying.

8

Is your equipment really ready in the event of an unexpected call out.

9

What is contained in the comforts bags.

10

When was the last time you offered to help with cave rescue except on a practice.

I know most of the answers but then I am on the committee. The funny thing was that all this knowledge
didn’t suddenly come to me after election - I ‘ve found out. When are you going to bother to find out or are
you going to remain a liability on rescues.
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LADY STALACTITE CAVE - AN OLD SHOW CAVE

Ian Standing

The Lady-Park Stalactite Cave as it was once called is better known as Lady-Park Cave, Lady-Park Wood
Cave, Lady-Park ( Wood ) Mine and Jacobs Ladder Cave. The variety of names being due to the fact it is
an Old Iron Mine situated in Lady-Park Wood and once a popular show cave.
Outside modern Forest caving circles, it is known to a large number of scouts, walkers and canoeists who
have visited it from the various campsites around. It is sad to note that in the last ten years it cannot boast
much in the way of stalactites as the vandalism has been considerable and I think a result of a numerous
adventure activity parties which have visited it.
Situation - In Monmouthshire ( just ) on the east bank of the Wye above the cliffs of Lady-Park Wood
N G R 547147. Six inch sheet SO 51. Altitude 200 ft OD. At the top of the main river cliffs in this area
is a platform flanked by low cliffs containing the entrance to the cavern itself and two other small
workings. The wood above is mature and open with one or two surface workings and the inevitable Yew
trees. The site is most easily approached by tracks from Whippington Brook - striking towards the cliff
tops when the Yew trees are seen in a patch of open mature wood. Alternatively, one can climb from the
riverside track up a steep muddy bank and traverse the cliff tops.
Geologically, the cavern lies in the d 2 crease limestone although there is an outlier of whitehead limestone
just above.
History - The history of the cave is interesting as it was once a much visited show cave. In the 18th and 19th
centuries, the ‘Wye Tour’ as it was known, was a popular excursion - the main attraction being the River
and objects of interest in the immediate vicinity.
The nearby King Arthurs Cave was well known to tourists before Symonds did his excavations there and
the earliest known mention is by Camden although Nicholls, who I quote here, does say which edition (
1607 - 1695 ) . Whilst King Arthur’s Cave figures in every Wye guide, I can find no mention of Lady-Park
Stalactite Cave before 1880. This is surprisingly late in the development of Wye tourism and long after the
decline of the 18th century gothic landscape seekers and the building of the Wye valley railway. This is not
to say that it was not visited early on but it is not mentioned in any books or guides prior to 1880.

Cont
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This suggests to me that Lady-Park may well have been an active Iron Mine in the 18th century, possibly
supplying ore to the Symonds Yat ( New Weir ) forge which was working as late as 1824. Smelting was
evidently carried out at this site if the ‘ cinders ‘ are anything to go on. Assuming that mining lapsed in the
early 1800’s, this was to allow some 60 years for calcite to form enough of a tourist attraction by 1880.
I have searched the 18th, 19th and early 20th century literature fairly widely. Neither Nicholls in his ‘
History of the Forest of Dean ‘ 1858 nor Symonds in ‘ Records of the Rocks ‘ ( or elsewhere ) 1876 make
any mention of Lady-Park. Whilst both could have omitted it, I do think at least one of them would have
mentioned it had it been open as a showpiece as it would have been very much in the fields of interests.
Nor can I find any mention of the Cotteswold Naturalists Field Club having visited it - which is surprising
as they visited King Arthur’s Cave several times after 1880 - unless as suggest, the place had a reputation
amongst field club types as being nothing more than an old mine commercialised to exploit tourists.
Bellows hints at this in his Guides and leaves one in no doubt that, whilst it is worth a visit, it is only an old
mine.
The first published mention of the Show Cave is by F E Longley in his 188- guide ‘ The Forest of Dean ‘.
He states that the caverns at Lady-Park have recently been made accessible to the public. Bellows 1881
‘A Weeks Holiday in the Forest of Dean’ is more explicit. He recommends a visit to the caverns at LadyPark ‘recently made accessible by Mr Davis, landlord of the Royal Hotel, Symonds Yat who, leasing the
cavern from the crown has incurred considerable expense’ . Five flights of ladders were installed,
presumably up the cliff face and the entrance fee was 6d with a minimum charge of 2/6d . This usually
included the boat trip from the Yat and Back. The cavern was gated and a key was necessary. Traces of
iron railings can be seen today.
Between 1880 and 1920 references to Lady-Park Stalactite Cavern are fairly common. They go through
successive editions of Bellows at least to 1924 largely unchanged. A O Cooke devotes a chapter of his
1913 Forest of Dean book to the caves on the Wye and Lady-Park figures prominently even though it reads
like a second hand Bellows. Other new guides commencing after the first war have no mention of LadyPark and I suspect its era ended between 1914 and 1918. The continuation of accounts by Bellows
probably being a revision error rather evidence of the cave still being open.
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Dr H Taylor, who was excavating King Arthur’s Cave in the early 1920’s with the U B S S cannot
remember any ladders or the place being open as a show cave. Further research ought to be able to date it
quite accurately - crown records for example, if they can be found, would probably give all the details of
the lease.
Two other historical facts ought to be mentioned. The first concerns Hereford C C who were active in the
area in the early 1950’s. Their newsletters refer to a search over several years for a cavern known to them
as the Diblin. This was sparked off by a reference in an old guide book which they do not identify. Their
search was unsuccessful but some of their members have told me that they decided in the end that LadyPark was the site. Unfortunately, no reference to the original account were ever cited, nor was the origin of
the name ‘Didlin’. I have never seen this name used but its similarity to Biblins is so close that one is
suspicious.
H C C previously got the name of Bowlers Hole misquoted as Bowyers Hole.
The other fact was a request from persons unknown to re-open the site show-cave once more in 1950 or
thereabouts. The Crown authorities requested U B S S to do some excavations several trenches were put
down in the entrance to the mine itself and elsewhere on the platform without finding much of interest.
The U B S S also surveyed the mine at this time and this survey was published in the proceedings of the
B S A No 7 for 1969 in connection with geophysical work over the site.

Editor

Secretary

Jim Hay
10 Park Walk
Chase Park
Ross-on-Wye
Hfds

Roger Bailey
Rose Cottage
Aston Crews
Lea
Nr Ross-on-Wye
Hfds.

Tel - Ross 3924
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